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The Rhode Island School of Design and the RISD Museum have developed
together since the institution was founded in Providence in 1877. The RISD
Museum, the result of several building campaigns over the past 120 years,
blends seamlessly into the infinitely exquisite streetscape of Benefit Street. It
mimics the historic fabric of this treasure of 18th and 19th century architecture,
establishing an inviting and even domestic aura, a sharp contrast to the many
museums styled as "temples to the arts" in cities across the United States.
Inside, the museum proves to be larger than it seems from the street, with a
delightfully labyrinthine sequence of rooms. I clearly remember my first visit to
the museum in 1990 when I came to RISD to teach a lithography course. The
scope and quality of the collections impressed me. I was most surprised to see
wonderful antiquities, Asian art (especially textiles and Japanese prints), 18th
century ceramic figurines and remarkable American decorative arts in the period
rooms of Pendleton House. When I walked out that day, I distinctly remember
saying to myself, "This is a nice little museum".
That was the last time I ever thought of the RISD Museum as small. On my next
visit I went to the printroom and met the curators at that time, Maureen O'Brien
and Lora Urbanelli. They introduced me to the collection and let me look at the
catalog to pick prints to show my lithography students. As I flipped through the
cards, I realized that this was a fantastic collection of works on paper. After 17
years I am still using this resource for my teaching, personal research and as a
springboard for artistic growth.
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I am part of a core group of RISD Faculty Members who regularly use the RISD
Museum to enhance the learning that takes place in our studios, workshops and
classrooms. We hail from a variety of disciplines including furniture, textiles,
apparel, art history, foundation studies, illustration, photography and, of course,
printmaking. All of these faculty museum users know the extensive resources
that exist in study storage and we want our students to understand that the RISD
Museum (and by extension any other museum they may encounter in their
professional lives) has much more to offer than is visible in the public spaces at
any given time.
The curators devote much of their time to teaching, working with faculty members
to select objects that articulate course objectives. I have always found these
interactions to be fulfilling and challenging experiences. How could a faculty
member examining the educational possibilities of the museum from inside the
collections serve to invent new strategies, programs and pedagogy, integrating
museum resources with curricular activity?
Blade Wynne, MFA Painting 2008
and the American Index of Design

In spring 2005, I proposed the idea of a Faculty Fellowship in the Museum. The
faculty member would work one day a week during 34 weeks of the academic
year, helping the curators with teaching and assisting with departmental activities
as required. The requested compensation was one course release for the
academic year. After gaining the support of the curators, the Academic
Administration and the Museum Administration, I was appointed Faculty Fellow in
the Department of Prints, Drawings and Photographs.
When I started in September of 2005, I knew I had a lot to learn. Linda Catano,
the paper conservator, instructed me in proper handling of works on paper.
Denise Bastien, Information Specialist, initiated me into the mysteries of the
catalog database. With this training and access, I was able to delve into the
collection. While I had a working knowledge of some areas of the print collection,
I had a limited acquaintance with the drawings or photographs. Jan Howard,
Curator of Prints, Drawings and Photographs, was working with the American
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drawings at this time, so I could look over her shoulder to learn about this
remarkable aspect of the collection. Meanwhile, Emily Peters had just started as
Assistant Curator and was curating an exhibition from the old master drawings so
I had a chance to see objects I had no idea existed in the museum. I listened
carefully as Jan talked about the photography collection and Emily helped me
develop a taste for the Antwerp engravers of the 16th century. Learning the
collection continues every day I work as faculty fellow. I fill out intake forms and
catalog works that come into the printroom. I am often present when dealers and
artists bring work to show to the curators. These learning activities culminated
when I assisted with the inventory of the entire collection of works on paper prior
to our move into temporary quarters
The printroom has walk-in hours for RISD and Brown students. This program,
called the Siskind Center after the distinguished photographer and RISD
professor, allows students to do self-directed research from objects and study
works of art suggested by their teachers. I enjoy spending the morning of each
of my museum days advising students on objects relating to their areas of
interest. Most importantly, I appreciate the time when the students forget that I
am in the room and talk about the works with each other. We are fortunate to
have some extraordinary student workers who recruit their friends to come to
Siskind hours. These student workers learn the collections and have a special
insight as they advise their peers. We all work together to create a free space for
learning within the museum.
The afternoons of my museum days are spent preparing and presenting works
for a class taught by one of my faculty colleagues. This is the most important
part of my work as faculty fellow. After the class has been scheduled, I contact
the teacher to develop the list of objects for the course. Usually I know the
instructor well enough to understand his or her point of view and preferences.
Contact with students in my own studio classes enables me to discern the
aesthetic attitudes my colleagues are passing on. This knowledge allows me to
suggest some objects that may be new to the instructor or the course. Often I
bring out a broader range of objects than the instructor might have requested.
For instance, six works by Piranesi representing several aspects of his career
instead of just one of the Carceri or a group of Klee drawings to contextualize the
most commonly selected work. I can take these liberties with my studio
colleagues in a way that would be difficult for the curators. Studio teachers, as
practicing artists and designers, relate to the objects by identifying with the
original makers. We allow ourselves a good deal of freedom in the links we
construct between objects from many time periods and cultures.
Working so closely with instructors from a broad range of disciplines has been a
privilege. In academia we rarely spend time in each other's classrooms.
Observing the teaching styles of many of my RISD colleagues and teachers from
colleges throughout the region I am inspired to see how they get students excited
about learning from objects and learn their strategies for maximizing the museum
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experience.
The best teachers take the time to make sure the students understand what to
look for when in the physical presence of an actual work of art. Considering our
contemporary saturation with photographic and digital reproductions, this is a skill
that cannot be taken for granted. An instructor has to make it clear why it is
important to look at a photograph instead of an image of that photograph. When
I work with my lithography students I ask them to notice the paper, ink layer, the
scale of the marks in relation to what is represented, the effects of time on the
work and even to speculate on the appearance of the original matrix and the
chemical processing that may have been used to prepare the stone or plate. In
the case of students of art and design, skilled teachers bring the work alive by
tapping into the identification these young makers have with the makers of the
past. I often work with Tom Mills, Professor of Foundation Studies at RISD. He
brings in 20 freshmen, straight out of the classroom, their hands showing signs of
charcoal or conte crayon, and has them look closely at a chalk drawing by Van
Dyck or Tiepolo. This creative empathy is a powerful tool for drawing art
students in and developing habits of careful looking.
Gwen Barba, MFA Printmaking 2008 and
Gavarini and her own work

The most successful museum classes are
those for which the students have been prepared in some way. Often it is
beneficial if the art historical or cultural context for the work on view has been set
up through a reading or a short lecture. This allows the instructor and the
students to concentrate on the story told by the physical presence of the object.
One of the most interesting classes I have worked with was an art history course
taught by Memory Holloway from University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth. She
requested all works on paper by Rembrandt to be available for the class. The
students had each selected a work and were prepared to make a short
presentation. There was palpable excitement as each work came out of its box
and was claimed by a particular student. The student presentations moved
beyond the prepared remarks to an articulation of issues of scale and materiality
brought forth by the actual print or drawing
I enjoy my role in these presentations. I do basic research on the objects so that
I can answer factual questions as they come up. I present the printroom as a
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lively and exciting place with many opportunities for learning. Mostly, I want the
instructor to set the tone for the class and relate the presentations to the goals
and objectives of the course. Last spring I was a little mystified when Brian
Kernaghan, Department Head of Interior Architecture, asked me to make a
selection of British watercolors for a drawing course he was offering to the
graduate students in his program. As I pulled the Turners, Palmers and Lears, I
wondered how he would relate these works to the subject of his course. During
the presentation he made the students focus on the complex relationships of
drawing, tonal structure and color used to create a balance between twodimensional composition and clearly articulated three-dimensional space. He
encouraged the students to look beyond their primary discipline for inspiration
and to consider techniques other than the digital tools most often used in the
design process. Also he modeled his personal scholarly interests in an area
outside his professional expertise.
The idea of object based research and its relationship to creative work in art and
design has informed the semester long museum courses I have taught since I
started as Faculty Fellow. Jessie Shefrin, Dean of Graduate Studies at RISD,
asked me to offer a graduate seminar to help students use museum collections
as research tools in graduate thesis development. At RISD, the thesis is a body
of studio work supported by a written document. I want this class to be relevant
to both aspects of this process.
The class is made up of graduate students from a variety of art and design
disciplines. They are responsible for making contact with curators, identifying the
objects to be studied and finding relevant background material on the objects
they choose to study. There is a typical learning curve for almost every project.
Initially most students will attempt to force the objects to fit into a pre-conceived
idea. After engaging with the complexity of real things for a while, new
compelling questions emerge. I know a breakthrough has been made when a
student approaches me with a little embarrassment, asking to change the topic
because of some very interesting discoveries made in the collections. After this
realization has occurred, I know the research is on the right track.
The final presentations for this class take place in the RISD Museum and are
attended by many of the curators. Because this is a group of artists and
designers, the outcomes are often quite surprising. The students do more than
present a chapter in the written thesis. Often they show how the work seen in
the collections has influenced ongoing studio projects. In what other setting
would the original watercolors from The American Index of Design be relevant to
the work of a young painter as in the case of Blade Wynne.
My most recent museum based course was History of Prints, taught entirely from
the RISD collections. Mary Bergstein, Department Head of History of Art and
Visual Culture, suggested that we apply for academic funding to offer History of
Prints as a team-taught seminar. Mary helped me to learn how to present art
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historical information through object-based teaching.
The students were required to select a print as a topic for a final paper and
presentation. Once again, these presentations showed how object-based
research found its way into studio practice. Amanda Lebel did a remarkable
study of the 18th century Augburg furniture designer Johann Schubler's clock
projections, learning about the use of such clocks during the 18th century, but
also relating the strange anthropomorphic qualities of Schubler's prints to her
own studies of contemporary domestic objects. Gwen Barba examined the
subtle narratives of Gavarni's 1842-43 series Les Lorettes and found inspiration
for her own cryptic images about relationships between the sexes.
I pulled hundreds of prints as Mary and I considered each presentation for
History of Prints. I often turned to Emily Peters for expert advice, but I never had
to take her time for the basic physical work that made the course happen.
Thanks to my position as Faculty Fellow in the curatorial department, I was able
to pull the prints, make my choices and refile the prints at the end of each class.
A course such as History of Prints would require at least a full day of work per
week from the curator and other museum staff. The graduate seminar also
required a tremendous amount of support, as the Department of Prints, Drawings
and Photographs was the most heavily used. It is only because I was able to
take on the work required for these courses that it is possible to consider offering
them in the future.
RISD and the RISD Museum are at a significant crossroad in their shared
institutional histories. In fall 2008 the Chace Center, a new, multi-use facility
designed by Rafael Moneo will be open to the public. This building will have
classrooms for foundation studies and shared spaces for the entire RISD
community. It will provide increased visibility for museum programs with new
exhibition spaces and an expanded printroom with a dedicated classroom and
print study area. How will the academic programs participate in this
enhancement of the RISD Museum?
The Fellows Program could be key to finding the answer. The fellows program,
to date, has been a personal initiative. One person does not constitute a
program. I would like to invite my colleagues at RISD and all of you who are
committed to creating dynamic educational links between the academic and
museum components of the institutions you represent, to expand upon my very
positive experience. To do so the curators, faculty and administration will need
to consider the following issues:
Questions for curators would include: How can faculty participation make the
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teaching mission of the museum more effective? How are issues of access,
security and conservation addressed as new personnel take an active role in the
museum?
Faculty members need to ask: How can I embrace the curator as a colleague
with understanding and empathy for the values and concerns of the profession?
How can my expertise complement the skills of the museum staff?
Finally, if academic and museum administrators want to move beyond the often
problematic relationships between colleges and their museums, developing new
ways to fulfill the educational potential of the museum has to be come a high
priority; through funding, through flexibility for curators and faculty, and as a
subject that becomes part of our discourse from the Student and Faculty Senates
to the Board of Trustees.
The Fellows Program represents an opportunity for pedagogical innovation in
which the museum and the university/academy are partners. For the partnership
to be successful, new systems may need to be created, and old
boundaries/hierarchies erased. The Fellows Program -- further developed at
RISD/recreated and expanded at other institutions of higher learning -represents an opportunity to realize the educational potential of a great resource
(our art collections) as we educate the next generation of artists and designers.

